
Hire Remote Developers 

or Staff augmentation
Whether you’re an early-stage startup looking to get something done within a fixed-price

(or) a funded company wanting to scale fast, we’ve got you covered. eSparkBiz is just a

faster and smarter way to build your tech team.

Email: sales@esparkinfo.com Phone: +1 408 850 1488 www.esparkinfo.com © 2022 eSparkBiz Technologies Pvt Ltd

The most trusted IT company for IT staff augmentation

Save Time, Money, and Energy,

99% Happy Customers!



We save you the time of CV Filtration, Tedious Recruitment Rounds, and

the pain of not finding the Perfect Fit for the job. You can skip through this

mess and land on talent via eSparkBiz.

We've helped build and scale 100s of successful startups & businesses;

Quality. Scale. Trust.



Traditional hiring vs. eSparkBiz

Dig the Coal to find Diamonds

Slow Hiring Process

Infinite Notice period

Crazy Costly Demands

Leakage & Last minute Surprise 

Most founders says, I interviewed 
  fit for the company

1,000 people to

find 10 best

15 Days: Shortlisting, Scheduling, Tech Interviews /

Cultural fit 

Min 45 Days notice period.

ESOPs, Perks, Laptop, Internet

9/10 candidate hunt new offer, they

ditch at last min 

Traditional Hiring

We sent you the based 

on your qualifications.

5 best candidates 

1-2 Day: Preverified verified via mettl, hackerRank

tests.

Available tomorrow

We take care all, + 100 things more to delight.

Less than  , only exceptional medical cases like

Covid-19

1%

The eSparkBiz way



Here’s what eSparkBiz can do for you
Start something scalable in a matter of minutes

Any skill. Any numbers.
Find your perfect team member with our

algorithm picking a match based on compatibility

between employee profile and requirement. 

Better matching.
Shortlist and choose from a list of verified

engineers with a proven track record of expertise

in the clients required domain.

Trustworthy talent
Pick from personalised recommendations of

200+ verified engineers with a proven track

record of execution.



How to hire through eSparkBiz?
Finding performing engineers has never been this easy

Review candidates
Review your top-rated candidates and schedule

interviews, right on the platform.

Post Requirement
Share your detailed requirement with us.

Onboard your team
eSparkBiz handles contracts, hours, and

payments—so you can focus on the work.

1 2 3



eSparkBiz is building team without hustle
eSparkBiz aim to remove all the speed-bumps along your way.

For Early-Stage Startups

Develop MVPs within your budget and go to

market faster than ever.

NDA Protection

BRD/PRD Assistance

Streamlined RFP/RFQs

Transparent Costing

For Funded Companies

Instantly add skilled contractors to augment

your tech teams.

Pre-Screened Profiles

Faster Onboarding Time

Managed Payroll

Monthly Timesheets

For Large Enterprises

Hire hundreds, if not thousands by tapping into

our massive network.

Creamy-Layer Candidates

Interview Assistance

Account Management

Compliance Solutions



Hire Dedicated Developers

Experienced

Skilled Resources

Communication via

Skype/eMail/Phone

Code & Backup

Management

Flexible Pricing &

Working Models

No Expenses on Training

& Retaining

Cost Effective &

On time Delivery

Daily/Weekly

Reporting

Secured & Fail-safe

Environment

Updates & Tracking

via PMS

Dedicated Lead as

single point of contact



Loved by 2000+ startups & enterprises

Jarrick Cooper
Director of Web Strategy, Kuno Creative

eSparkBiz has been able to help the client score 
90 or above on Google's PageSpeed Insights 
performance auditing tool. They have shown a 
wide range of knowledge and work in many 
different technologies. 

Tawfik Hussein
Tech Lead, Food & Beverage Company

The client commends eSparkBiz's high-quality 
and speedy work. The team's accessibility and 
flexibility ensure seamless engagement. They're 
also appreciated for their commitment to 
providing the best solutions for the company. 

Sarah Malavenda
CMO & Co-Founder, Samata Health

The company's internal team loved the final result 
of the project and the platform itself was 
positively reviewed by their clients upon launch. 
As a result, the company has been able to partner 
with more companies because of how easy to use 
their website is.

Andreas Stetter
CTO, Influetec UG

The platforms were finished smoothly, with 
generally good quality code, and some areas 
requiring review and revision. The team is very 
responsive, tracks their tasks and work efficiently 
and smoothly using GitHub, and overcomes any 
potential issues with remote communication.

John Brandt
Marketing Coordinator, Design Pickle

eSparkBiz’s work surpassed expectations, 
including features that weren’t even though of, 
which has boosted leads, new clients, potential 
employees, and more. Their speed of delivery was 
remarkable and they promptly implemented 
feedback. 

Christine Betsche
Inbound Marketing Consultant, Take Off PR

eSparkBiz Technologies’ new site garnered praise 
for its updated design and functionalities. Though 
there were some challenges with incorporating 
feedback, the team worked quickly to create the 
site pages and incorporate time-sensitive 
changes.



Company overview

Our numbers

1000+
Project Delivered

20+
Countries Served

10+
Year of Experience

200+
Development Staff

95%
Client retention rate

Awards & Industry Recognition



Frequently asked questions

How long does it take to hire engineers?

The entire process takes around 2-10 days, a clear job description and fast

interview turnarounds can reduce this duration

What if you want to add or remove engineers?

We assign every company an account manager. Please do reach out to your

point fo contact to add and remove engineers as per requirement.

Who takes responsibility for managing the employee?

Our clients usually have a manager that the employee reports to. Incase, there

isn't one, we can help you hire the same. 

Are they freelancers?

We don't work with freelancers due to the attrition and flight-risk that they

pose to the business. 

How are the engineers' skills verified?

Firstly, we understand their technical knowledge through Mettl & HackerEarth.

Secondly, we manually verify all data points through different sources to

ensure the highest quality of talent.

How does the payment cycle work?

Monthly to yearly, we have different options that companies can choose from.

There is an advance payment of one month before we kick start the project

with the hired developers which will be considered as the last months payout

in the engagement.


